
Body language analysed the interview „Prince Andrew and Epstein”

Part 1

It would be a stretch

to distance yourself from the situation

a lip compression

a base line

a pulse rate

a handler

askewed tie

to strike awe

an element of compliance

to hold a rank

a strong contender

hands clasped

eminent

a blockage

a descriptor

tonality

to look off to the side

severity softening

to mill hands

a comforting move

a flirt

to access memory

to tease sm

to drift to the left

to stomach sth

condescending

a train of thought

words of compliance

a sense of authority

to let sm off the hook

a shoulder shrug

an eyebrow flash

to nod

iffy

overpronounced

confirmation glances

to redirect the narrative

a jump on the invite

be out on your own

to cascade

a swallow gesture

gaze evasion

lip licking

a stroke of a hand

a steeple

to grind fingertips

to discount a resume

a patron position

to hide in plain sight

a master of stammering

eye blocking

eye flutter

a dart across

mouth grooming

respiration ramping

face sagging
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jerks of the foot

rolling eyes

to purse lips

Part 2

to hold back information

to couch information

reiteration

to spill the beans

verbal mirroring

etching

to recollect the memory

looping

a one-sided smile

to foreshadow

on a rehearsed path

to mill hands

pupil dilation

to jump in here

to zero in on sth

to colour sm’s judgement

to salvage dignity

a humble brag

a head tilt

to talk about sth in the open

the virtue signalling

to deflect from

a fake surprise

overreaction

conspicuous retreat

murky

a teachable moment

a bait question

hiatus

to denounce sth

to give an emphatic “no”

elongation

a denial of recollection

an over-answer

a hands-on dad

self-soothing

repetitive behaviour

snarky

to low-class yourself

internal logic

foolproof

to lie out loud

to jab in

to nail sm down

feet tapping

to untangle sth

you’re dead on

submission

a wanky base line

a con artist

perception management
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